PROGLOSS PREMIUM

Durable, hard wearing & high gloss acrylic polish for both high wear and low maintenance areas

PROGLOSS PREMIUM is a specially formulated high solids, low maintenance acrylic polish designed for use in the hardest use areas. The unique ingredients, ensure that the ultra high gloss attained, shines through the wear, maintaining the high overall appearance.

ADVANTAGES

• Ease of application and excellent recoat ability
• High resistance to black heel marks and heavy traffic
• Slip resistant
• Non yellowing

APPLICATION

On a clean & dry surface mop PROGLOSS PREMIUM with a clean mop. Apply polish in thin even coats, allow each coat to dry fully before applying a second. Avoid over application of polish. A sealant such as “PROSEAL” should be applied before polishing with PROGLOSS PREMIUM to give maximum effect.

MAINTENANCE

All floor surfaces need regular maintenance in order to look their best. When necessary, mop floor with a weak solution of a neutral floor cleaner, such as “PROTAINT NC”. Do not apply harsh cleaners or floor strippers as this will destroy your floor finish. Regular buffing with “PROBUFF 123” or “SPRAY BUFF” will restore the luster and gloss of floor. When necessary PROGLOSS PREMIUM can be removed by using a floor stripper such as “PROTAINT SPEED STRIP”.

COVERAGE

1 Coat - 2000 sq. ft. per 4 liter (Gallon)
2 Coats - 1000 sq. ft. per 4 liter (Gallon)

CAUTION

Follow all instructions printed on labels. Keep out of the reach of children.

DIRECTIONS

Preparation

PROGLOSS PREMIUM is specifically designed for Terrazzo, Vinyl, Linoleum Asbestos Marble, Finished concrete and Sealed wooden floors. Clean surface of area to be polished thoroughly, “TRIPLE” is recommended for the removal of oil, grease and grime on newly laid substrates. For the removal of built-up floor finishes, “PROTAINT SPEED STRIP” is recommended. Rinse substrate to remove any traces of cleaners and let dry thoroughly. Improper preparation of substrate may result in peeling or flaking of the coating.
GENERAL PROPERTIES

Appearance       - Milky white opaque liquid
Odour            - Typical
Specific Gravity - 1.030 - 1.040
pH(10%)          - 8.0 –9.0
% Solids         - 22
Shelf Life       - One year in original sealed container

OTHER SPECIALIST PRODUCTS

INCLUDE

PROTAIN NC       - Neutral Floor Cleaner
PROTAIN SPEED STRIP - Water Based Floor Stripper
TRIPLE           - Water Based Cleaner and Degreaser

DISCLAIMER

TO THE BEST OF OUR KNOWLEDGE, THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS ACCURATE. NO WARRANTY IS EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED REGARDING THE ACCURACY OF THE DATA OR THE RESULTS TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE USE OF THIS INFORMATION. SELLER ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR INJURY TO BUYER OR THIRD PERSONS CAUSED BY THE MATERIAL IF PROPER SAFETY PROCEDURES ARE NOT ADHERED TO OR IF ABNORMAL USE IS MADE OF THE MATERIAL. IN NO EVENT WILL SELLER BE LIABLE FOR ACCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS MATERIAL.

SCL products are guaranteed against defective materials and manufacture and are sold subject to its standard Terms and Conditions of Sale, copies of which may be obtained on request. Whilst SCL endeavors to ensure that any advice, recommendation, specification or information it may give is accurate and correct, it cannot, because it has no direct or continuous control over where or how its products are applied, accept any liability either directly or indirectly arising from the use of its products, whether or not in accordance with any advice, specification, recommendation or information given by it.

TRINIDAD: Lot 4 Ibis Acres, Bhagowtie Trace Ext.,
San Juan, Trinidad W.I.
Tel: (868) 675-5555
Fax: (868) 638-6302

JAMAICA: Unit 25, The Domes,
85 Hagley Park Road, Kingston 10, Jamaica W.I.
Tel: (876) 929-7390
Fax: (876) 920-7283